Summer Newsletter

IN THIS ISSUE
WELCOME

to our Summer
newsletter for families, governors
and stakeholders to find out all
about what has been happening
over the past term here at Spring
Brook Upper! We would like to take
this opportunity to wish all of our
pupils, staff and families all the
very best for the summer break
ahead.
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INTERACT WITH US!
You can keep up with what we’re doing here at Spring Brook Upper via our Facebook
page and through our weekly blogs. The New Bridge Group Twitter and Facebook
pages also provide regular updates from across the New Bridge family. We love to
see your feedback and comments and look forward to sharing our activities and
adventures with you!
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What a fantastic term and whole academic year it has
been for everyone at Spring Brook Upper!
As Head of School, I have been impressed by all of the
updates from around school…
…impressed, but not surprised, because I see ‘first hand’
just how resilient, determined and enthusiastic all of our
pupils and staff are on a daily basis.
Whether it’s the wide variety of learning that takes place
within school, or the many opportunities we have to get
‘out and about’ in the outdoors, everyone associated with
Spring Brook Upper makes me proud on a daily basis.
As we reach the end of the summer term, I want to thank
all of our staff team for their hard work and dedication.
You make a difference to the lives of our pupils and their
families.
You are an inspiration in the truest sense of the word,
and your efforts do not go unnoticed.
To our pupils who are leaving, don’t forget us! We
certainly won’t forget you. Try to carry a bit of Spring
Brook Upper with you wherever you go, and remember
that anything is possible when you give it your all.
This summer will prove to be a challenging one for many,
due to the ongoing cost of living crisis.
Please don’t suffer in silence and try to reach out for
support if you need to.
School will always try to help point you in the direction of
the appropriate channels of support.
For now, all that’s left to say is that I hope you get the
chance to have a rest this summer. Spend time with the
ones you love and recharge your batteries, we’ll be back
in September in the blink of an eye.
Well done, Spring Brook Upper.
Happy Summer Holidays!
Jenny Dunne

Map Reading
This term, some of our pupils have been learning orienteering
and looking at maps for the first time. We went to Brookdale
Park for our initial lessons where there are different levels of
courses from ‘very easy’ to ‘Medium’ difficulty. We talked
about maps – what they are, how they work – learned some
of the symbols that are on a map and then set off to find
each checkpoint in turn on an appropriate course. All of our
pupils were brilliant at working together, taking their time to
work out where to go and then finding the checkpoints at the
correct spot – well done!

John Muir Award
On the John Muir Award this term,
Miss Crossley’s class attempted
the challenges set on Pule Hill in
Saddleworth. This involved them
finding their way up to the disused
quarry at the top of the hill, trying
to find the poem ‘snow’ engraved
on the wall in the quarry and daring
to squeeze through a very tight
space in the cliff face. All of the
class faced up to their fears and
pushed themselves successfully to
have a go at all of the challenges
which was amazing to see!
SBU 5 were also out exploring Pule Hill. I set them 6 different challenges to
complete and they absolutely smashed them all! What a great group –
scrambling up hills, finding hidden poems, squeezing through small caves
and taking on the infamous gully run. We also turned ourselves into kites at
the top of the hill to really experience the power of the wind!
The John Muir award also saw Mr Mullins class explore Bickerton Caves
and the Sandstone trail around Cheshire. This included visits to the
Queen’s cave and Musket’s Hole plus seeing some amazing highland cows!

ICT with Mr Bright
In ICT lessons this term, the students
have started a new topic focusing on
different types of multimedia, which they
have really enjoyed. In the first lesson
the students did some research looking
at the different types of media and the
dynamic and static elements such as
text, graphics, video and audio. Some of
the

students

showed

they

fully

understood the different types of media
as you can see in the photos…
Now, when it comes researching, it’s not
everyone’s idea of fun. So, we have also
been doing a lot of practical logo design
work and photo manipulation. Students
learned that logos are made up three
basic features: text, graphics and colour.
They then had a go at re-designing some
famous logos using Microsoft application
features.
But the task the students have enjoyed
the most was “photoshopping” different
images. They either started by searching
online for images of locations and people
or they took photos of each other
on their iPads. They then used editing
tools such as cut-out studio and layers
to

create

combinations.

some

very

interesting

Now these last few photos might not go
down so well with certain staff members…
As we started to introduce some photo
editing tools such as ‘pinch’, ‘punch’ and
‘warp’ some students thought it would
be good fun to warp some pictures of
the staff.
A massive thanks to those staff who
were such good sports about it, knowing
what was going to happen and allowing
their photos to be edited!

Flying High with Codie

Take a look at this picture from our recent trip to Manchester Airport, led by
YouTube and Spring Brook Sensation Codie, who used an app to determine what
planes were landing and taking off, their destination and details about each
plane.
Codie creates VLOGs on his own YouTube channel (Top Aviation) which we
enjoy watching in class – it’s clear that we’re not the only ones either with a
video he recorded on our trip amassing an impressive 1.7k views!
The trip “took off” and Codie was able to share his knowledge with interested
and engaged classmates.

Away Days

This term, we took our football
team to play against another
SEMH school in Warrington. We
had a great day linking up the
schools and a very competitive
match took place with some
fantastic sportsmanship and
some good football.
Well done to all the pupils who
attended and represented Spring Brook so positively.
It looks like this could be a regular fixture!

Trip to Media City

Our ICT lessons this term
culminated in a photography
trip to Media City, taking a
‘walk and shoot’ tour of Salford
Quays with our iPads.
The strand this term has been
multimedia and the focus has
been photography. It has been
so amazing to see our students get into it. Take a look at our
photos of the school trip and some of the amazing shots the
students took. Professional photographers in the making!

John Muir
Conserver Level
This term, two groups of our year 9’s set out
on their camping expedition to complete the
‘Conserver’ level of the John Muir Award.
We hiked from Snake Pass up a very steep
hill to the ‘Seal stones’ on top of Kinder
Scout. Then we walked around the Kinder
skyline over to Burnt Hill and finally Cown Edge finding all sorts of amazing rock formations
and a war time plane wreck along the way.
We arrived at Boarfold Scout campsite 19.5km later, set up camp and cooked chicken curry
with a dessert of toasted marshmallows.
With full bellies we then played some games of manhunt in the forest in the dark!
The next morning, our intrepid explorers, after a night under canvas, cooked breakfast and
then packed up and set out to find the spectacular views and War memorial on Werneth Lowe.

On the way we decided to have bath
time in the river Etherow on
Broadbottom Sands which was well
needed in the afternoon sun.
The group were absolutely amazing
hiking 23.5km over the 2 days and
hopefully remembering this experience
for a long time to come!

The second group of our year 9’s went out into
the Peak District on their camping expedition.
We began in New Mills and walked for 16.3 km to
Boarfold Scout campsite.
On the way we explored the Torrs, walked across
the Millenium Walkway and down the River Goyt.

Camping
Trip #2

We then cut across country to the Peak Forest
Canal where we saw some giant hands, a heron
and 16 canal locks in a row!
We walked through Brabyns park and grabbed a
sneaky ice cream in Etherow Country Park before
walking up the hill to the campsite.
Once we arrived the tents were set up, a fire was
lit and Ryan was put hard to work cooking a
delicious Spaghetti Bolognese for us all!
After tea we were all re-energised and once it had
gone dark, we got ourselves dressed up in ninja
gear to play some games of manhunt in the forest!
In the morning we awoke to find we had some
woolly guests wandering around the tents!
We cooked bacon and sausage sandwiches and
went for a dip in the River Etherow on our way off
the campsite to our final destination of
Broadbottom.

While we waited for the minibus we also had time
to find our way through a hedge maze and have a
play on some low ropes.
Everyone was fantastic and we all had a great time.
A special thanks to Mr Heaton being our driver, Mr
Bocking for supporting the first camp, Mr Stewart
for supporting the second camp and Mr Jones
staying overnight on both camps.
It really wouldn’t be able to happen without all of you!
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